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1. Introduction

In particle image velocimetry (PIV) the velocity of a group 
of particles is estimated from the cross-correlation function 
of two interrogation windows containing the corresponding 
particle images at two consecutive time instants [2–5]. Under 
ideal conditions, the sub-pixel location of the highest corre-
lation value corresponds to the displacement of the particle 
image ensemble within the interrogation window. However, 
this only holds for the case where the flow within the inter-
rogation window is uniform as well as homogeneously seeded 

and a sufficient large number of particle images from two 
corre sponding images can be paired. Furthermore, the particle 
size must be identical and the illumination must be uniform to 
ensure that the size and the brightness of the particle images 
is similar. Keane and Adrian [1] showed that the formation 
of a well detectable correlation peak is almost certain if the 
number of particle images within the interrogation window 
is NI � 6. For NI < 6, the likelihood that a random peak in 
the correlation function, that does not correspond to the cor-
rect particle image displacement, is higher than the one corre-
sponding to the displacement, increases strongly. The valid 
detection probability VDP is the probability that the highest 
correlation peak corresponds to the true mean displacement of 
the particle image ensemble [1, 6].

For realistic PIV images, the loss-of-correlation due to 
in-plane motion FI, out-of-plane motion FO, displacement 
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Abstract
For the reliable estimation of velocity vector fields by means of particle image velocimetry 
(PIV), the cross-correlation functions calculated from the signal within each interrogation 
window must feature a distinct peak that represents the average shift of the particle image 
ensemble. A high valid detection probability (VDP) of the correct correlation peak is 
necessary in order to compute valid but also accurate velocity fields. According to Keane and 
Adrian it is believed that the so-called effective number of particle images NIFIFO must be 
around 6 to obtain 95% valid detection probability (Keane and Adrian 1992 Appl. Sci. Res. 
49 191–215). To prove the findings of Keane and Adrian, this work examines the sensitivity 
of the VDP on image parameters, flow parameters as well as on evaluation parameters in 
more detail. The most important result is that the effective number of particle images NIFIFO 
is not suited to predict the VDP in the case of moderate or strong out-of-plane motion. 
This can be explained by the fact that the VDP depends not only on the number of particle 
images correctly paired, but also on the number of particle images remaining without partner, 
which yield spurious correlation peaks. This point remained unnoticed in the work of Keane 
and Adrian. The findings of this investigation help to better understand the occurrence of 
false vectors and enable the PIV user to improve the measurement setup as well as the PIV 
evaluation in order to minimize spurious vectors.
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gradients F∆ or image noise Fσ lead to a decreased probability 
for the detection of valid displacement vectors [4, 5, 7–12]. 
Additionally, the reliable detection of the displacement peak’s 
location becomes difficult under these conditions. The shape 
of the correlation peak [13, 14] as well as the ratio between the 
heights of the displacement peak and the second highest peak 
[15, 16] can be used to estimate the shift vector uncertainty.

Keane and Adrian concluded that for single exposed PIV 
double images the loss of correlation can be compensated by 
increasing the number of particle images NI such that:

NIFIFO � 6. (1)

The product NIFIFO is the so-called effective number of par-
ticle images according to Keane and Adrian [1].

New investigations show that relation (1) is not sufficient 
if the number of unpaired particle images is of the same order 
as the number of paired ones or even higher. This is often the 
case for realistic experiments where the time between the two 
illuminations is optimized for low uncertainty and high spa-
tial resolution. To achieve a low uncertainty and high spatial 
resolution at the same time, the particle image displacement 
must be large compared to the random error of the evalua-
tion method [17]. Additionally, the light sheet must be thin 
and the interrogation windows must be small to achieve good 
out-of-plane and in-plane resolution, respectively. However, 
a large displacement in a thin light sheet also increases the 
probability of loss-of-pairs due to in-plane and out-of-plane 
motion and thus decreases FI and FO. Figure  1 illustrates 
how the valid detection probability changes with respect to 
the effective number of particle images over a wide range of 
particle image densities and interrogation window sizes. The 
number of particle images NI within a squared interrogation 
window with an edge length of DI is related to the particle 
image density as follows.

NI = Nppp · D2
I . (2)

Where Nppp is the average number of particle images per pixel.
The valid detection probability was evaluated from O(1000) 

correlation functions computed from synthetic PIV images for 
each data point in the figure. It can be concluded from figure 1 
that the product NIFIFO is not useful in general to determine 
the effective number of particle images. Especially if NI is 
relatively large and FO is relatively small the unpaired par-
ticle images affect the correlation function significantly. For 
example NI = 10 and FO = 1 (red squares in figure 1) does 
not result in the same valid detection probability as NI = 100 
and FO = 0.1 (black squares in figure 1). Although the product 
NIFIFO is constant, the valid detection probability decreases 
from 100% to about 7%. Thus, the rule of thumb that predicts 
a valid detection probability of > 95% for NIFIFO � 6, does 
not apply if the parameters are varied over a large domain. 
In order to understand why the so-called effective number of 
particle images is not sufficient to predict the valid detection 
probability, the correlation functions of synthetic PIV images 
were analyzed systematically. The aim of this work is to iden-
tify the parameters that influence the VDP and to identify their 
suitable range for reliable PIV measurements.

The following section discusses the height distribution of 
the displacement peak as well as the secondary correlation 
peak and their relation to the valid detection probability. In 
section 3 the effect of several parameters on the valid detection 
probability is discussed in detail. Section 4 analyzes the pos-
sibility to optimize the interrogation window size depending 
on the flow and image parameters and conclusions are drawn 
in section 5.

2. Correlation peak height distribution and valid 
detection probability

Figure 2 shows an example of a synthetic PIV image pair with 
a relative out-of-plane shift of ∆z/∆z0 = 0.3 corresponding 
to FO = 0.7, with ∆z0 being the thickness of a top-hat light 
sheet. The in-plane-shift was set to zero, to simulate the 
second or any later pass of a multi-pass evaluation. On average 
12.8 particle images are found in each interrogation window 
of size DI = 16 pixel for a particle image density (number of 
particle images per pixel) of Nppp = 0.05. However, as can be 
seen from the figure, the true number of particle images within 
each window varies significantly. For randomly chosen loca-
tions, the probability of finding exactly NI particle image cen-
ters within a D2

I  window is given by the binomial distribution:

pdf (NI, DI, Nppp) =

(
D2

I

NI

)
· Nppp

NI · (1 − Nppp)
DI

2−NI (3)

where DI is the interrogation window size expressed in pixel. 
The distribution in figure 3 clearly shows a strong variation of 
NI in agreement with the randomly distributed particle images 
in figure  2. The probability of finding 12 particle images 
within a window is about 11.4% but extreme values such as 
6 and 20 particle images have still a significant probability of 
about 1.5%.

On the right side of figure 2 the normalized cross-corre-
lation functions of the interrogation windows of the two PIV 
images are shown qualitatively. The true displacement peak 
and the secondary peak are marked by circles and squares, 
respectively. Blue color of the circles and squares indicates the 
highest peak while the second highest peak is colored in red. It 
can be seen from the figure that the secondary peak is some-
times higher than the displacement peak (refer to second and 
third row from top in the most right column). This is mainly 
caused by a low number of particle images within the interro-
gation window in combination with loss-of-correlation due to 
out-of-plane loss-of-pairs. In the case of valid measurements, 
the displacement peak is higher than the secondary peak, and 
a valid vector is detected. Instead, when the secondary peak is 
larger than the displacement peak, an erroneous displacement 
vector (outlier or spurious vector) is computed. In the latter 
case, the spurious vectors can be identified and removed based 
on their difference to neighboring vectors if the spurious vec-
tors appear separately and do not form clusters [18]. To avoid 
clusters of erroneous displacement vector, it is recommended 
to use an interrogation window size that results in a valid 
detection probability of 95% [5]. Additionally, the search 
radius for finding the displacement peak can be decreased 
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in order to decrease the number of outliers. This approach 
requires prior knowledge about the flow field and is therefore 
only suited for the second and following passes of multi-pass 
PIV evaluation including image shifting [19] or image defor-
mation [20]. Masullo and Theunissen [21] showed recently 
that image deformation can be improved by the analysis of 
multiple strong correlation peaks, which appear in the case of 
strong gradients within the interrogation window.

Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of the height of the dis-
placement peak and the secondary correlation peak for the 
case with significant out-of-plane shift ∆z/∆z0 = 0.3. The 
correlation peak heights were analyzed by means of synthetic 
PIV images with zero in-plane motion as shown in figure 2. 
The particle image diameter, the particle image density 
and the interrogation window size were set to D = 3 pixel, 

Nppp = 0.05 and DI = 16 pixel, respectively. The search 
radius for the secondary correlation peak was limited to half 
the interrogation window size (±DI/2). Figure 4 shows that 
for the majority of correlation functions the displacement peak 
is higher than the secondary peak within the search radius. 
However, for some cases the displacement peak becomes 
smaller than the secondary one, leading to an erroneous dis-
placement vector. This is in agreement with the correlation 
functions presented in figure 2.

The actual value of the valid detection probability VDP 
depends on the probability density function of the displace-
ment peak pdf1 and of the secondary peak pdf2 as follows:

VDP =

∫ 1

0
pdf2(c2)·

∫ 1

c2

pdf1(c1)dc1 dc2. (4)
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Figure 1. Valid vector detection probability as a function of the effective number of particle images NIFIFO for synthetic PIV images with 
zero in-plane motion (FI = 1) and varying out-of-plane motion (FO = 0 . . . 1) for different particle image densities Nppp and interrogation 
window sizes DI.

Figure 2. Example PIV double image with a particle image diameter of D  =  3 pixel, a particle image density of Nppp = 0.05 and an out-
of-plane motion of ∆z/∆z0 = 0.3 (left and middle). Right: corresponding normalized correlation functions computed from an interrogation 
window size of DI = 16 pixel. The true displacement peak and the secondary peak are marked by circles and squares, respectively. Blue 
and red color of the circles and squares indicates the highest and second highest peak, respectively.
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Where c1 is the normalized height of the displacement peak 
and c2 the normalized height of the secondary peak. It is 
important to note that equation (4) is only valid for normalized 
correlation functions. For non-normalized correlation func-
tions the distributions of the height of the displacement peak 
and that of the secondary peak are not independent and cannot 
be separated as shown in the equation. For the case shown in 
figure 4 a valid detection probability of 97.6% is computed 
from the height distributions. Thus, for 2.4% of the cases the 
secondary peak becomes larger than the displacement peak.

3. Effect of image, flow and evaluation parameters 
on correlation statistic

In order to understand the effect of different image param-
eters, flow parameters and evaluation parameters on the valid 
detection probability, synthetic PIV images with varying 
properties were generated and analyzed. Figure 5 shows the 
distributions of the height of the displacement peak and the 
secondary correlation peak for a variation of the in-plane-
motion (top), the out-of-plane motion (middle) and the 
in-plane gradients (bottom). It is important to note that the 
three parameters in figure 5, FI, FO, and F∆, do not alter the 
probability of the secondary peak. This is due to the fact that 
the locations of the unpaired particle images are random and 
therefore not influenced by these parameters. However, the 
width of the displacement peak height distribution increases 
with decreasing FI, FO, and F∆, indicating that a broader 

range of displacement peak heights becomes possible. If the 
displacement peak is always higher than the secondary peak 
the valid detection probability is unity. This is only the case if 
both peak height distributions are well separated, as shown for 
FI > 0.65, FO > 0.7, F∆ > 0.3.

In contrast to figure 5, the parameters analyzed in figure 6, 
Nppp, DI, and D, clearly influence the distribution of the sec-
ondary peak. The figure shows in the top row the effect of dif-
ferent particle image densities Nppp on the correlation height 
distribution. The interrogation window size DI was adjusted to 
keep the number of particle images constant at NI = 12.8. The 
displacement correlation peak is not affected for Nppp < 0.1 
because it is still composed of the same number of particle 
images. For Nppp > 0.1 the particle images start to overlap 
massively leading to a slightly increasing width of pdf1. The 
secondary peak however, depends on Nppp over the full range: 
the width and the mean value of the distribution increase with 
increasing particle image density.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

Figure 4. Probability density distribution of the normalized 
correlation height for the displacement peak and the secondary peak 
for D  =  3 pixel, DI = 16 pixel, Nppp = 0.05 and FO = 0.7.

Figure 5. Effect of FI (top), FO (middle) and F∆ (bottom) on the 
height distribution of the displacement peak and the secondary 
peak of the normalized cross-correlation function. The dotted lines 
and the dashed lines indicate the highest probability and the mean 
height, respectively. The shaded areas represent the 90% coverage 
of the pdf and the red solid line is the valid detection probability 
VDP given by equation (4).

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

Figure 3. Probability density distribution of the number of particle 
images within a 16 × 16 pixel interrogation window for an average 
particle image density of Nppp = 0.05.
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Additionally, the interrogation window size DI also affects 
the distribution of the secondary peak height pdf2. Figure 6 
illustrates in the middle row how the statistics of displace-
ment peak and the secondary peak change with respect to 
the interrogation window size. The particle image density 
was kept constant at Nppp = 0.05. While the mean height of 
the displacement peak is rather constant, its width and the 
height with the highest probability (dotted line) increase with 
decreasing window size. The height and width of the sec-
ondary peak distribution is much more affected by DI. With 
increasing interrogation window size more and more particle 
images contribute to the correlation function. This decreases 
the height of the secondary peak as well as the pdf’s width. 
As a result, the valid detection probability increases for larger 
interrogation window sizes, as expected. The best spatial reso-
lution combined with reliable vector detection is reached as 

soon as both pdf are separated, which is around DI ≈ 16 pixel 
for the specific cases tested here.

The effect of the particle image size is illustrated in the 
bottom row of figure  6. It can be seen that larger particle 
images result in an increased height and a broader height dis-
tribution of the secondary correlation peak. As for the other 
parameters in the figure, the mean height of the displace-
ment peak is rather unaffected. Consequently, the best valid 
detection probability is achieved for small particle images. 
However, in order to avoid bias errors due to peak locking, it 
is recommendet to select a particle image diameter between 2 
and 3 pixel [22–24].

Image noise reduces the normalized correlation height of 
the displacement peak and the secondary peak, as shown in 
figure 7. In the region that is relevant for most experiments 
σA/σn > 1, the height of the displacement peak decreases 
much faster than the secondary one. Here σA is the intensity 
standard deviation of the noise-free image and σn  is the image 
noise level [9].

In summary it can be stated that the pdf of the displacement 
peak and the secondary correlation peak is quite sensitive on 
flow parameters, image parameters and evaluation param-
eters. As a result, the estimation of the valid detection prob-
ability becomes rather complex and cannot be based solely on 
the parameter NIFIFO.

4. Optimized interrogation window size

The strongest advantage of PIV over classical point-wise mea-
surement techniques is its ability to provide flow fields from 
which the organization of flow structures of various length 
scales and intensity can be detected. In order to maximize the 
flow information acquired with PIV measurements, it is impor-
tant to capture a large field of view and to resolve small details 
at the same time [25–27]. To achieve this, camera sensors with 
a large number of pixel or multiple camera approaches [28] 
can be combined with sophisticated image evaluation tech-
niques that iteratively decrease the interrogation window size 
[20, 29].

Figure 6. Effect of particle image density Nppp (top), interrogation 
window size DI (middle) and particle image diameter D (bottom) 
on the height distribution of the displacement peak and the 
secondary peak of the normalized cross-correlation function. The 
dotted lines and the dashed lines indicate the highest probability 
and the mean height, respectively. The shaded areas represent the 
90% coverage of the pdf and the red solid line is the valid detection 
probability VDP given by equation (4).

Figure 7. Effect of signal-to-noise ratio SNR on the height 
distribution of the displacement peak and the secondary peak of 
the normalized cross-correlation function. The dotted line and the 
dashed line indicate the highest probability and the mean height, 
respectively. The shaded areas represent the 90% coverage of the 
pdf and the red solid line is the valid detection probability VDP 
given by equation (4).
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The optimum interrogation window size depends on sev-
eral factors: for the first evaluation step, the in-plane motion 
as well as the in-plane gradients strongly affect the VDP. To 
account for this the shift of the particle image ensemble should 
not exceed one quarter of the interrogation window size [6]. 
However, this is only a constraint for the first iteration. For the 
following iterations the in-plane motion is compensated by 
window shifting and image deformation techniques so that the 
interrogation windows can be reduced in size from iteration to 
iteration. The smallest suited window size for a reliable detec-
tion of the mean shift of the particle image ensemble within 
the interrogation window is reached if only NI ≈ 6 particle 
images are found in each window on average [1]. Thus, the 
constraint of the particle image density limits the spatial reso-
lution of PIV. If an out-of-plane motion is present the number 
of particle images within an interrogation window must be 
larger than 6, as illustrated in figure 1, to keep the valid detec-
tion probability on the same level. Additionally, for strong 
out-of-plane motions it is not sufficient to keep the product 
NIFO ≈ 6, because the VDP also depends on the secondary 
correlation peak, which is formed from all particle images (see 
figure 4 and equation (4)). Furthermore, as shown in figure 6 
in the top and middle row, the particle image density Nppp and 
the number of particle images NI influence the secondary cor-
relation peak and thus the VDP.

The three parameters FO, Nppp and NI are the driving param-
eters for determining the VDP. Figure 8 shows an example of 
the valid detection probability VDP as a function of FO and 
Nppp for an interrogation window of 16 × 16 pixel. It is clear 
from the figure, that a high valid detection probability (e.g. 
95%) requires an increasing particle image density for smaller 
values of FO in order to keep the spatial resolution constant. 
In other words: depending on the out-of-plane motion and 
the particle image density, the interrogation window size 
must be selected to ensure a sufficiently high VDP. In con-
trast to the findings of Keane and Adrian [1], the condition 
NIFO > 6 (dashed line in figure 8) is not sufficient to achieve 
VDP = 0.95.

Figure 9 illustrates iso-contours with VDP = 0.95 for dif-
ferent interrogation windows between 12 × 12 and 64 × 64 
pixel. The solid red lines in the figure show the acceptable value 
of FO that results in VDP = 0.95 for each window size as a 
function of Nppp. For smaller window sizes the VDP decreases 
and for larger ones the VDP increases. The dashed lines in 
figure 9 indicate the average number of particle images per 
interrogation window. The figure clearly shows that the condi-
tion NIFO > 6, as proposed by Keane and Adrian (1992), is 
not sufficient to achieve a high valid detection probability: for 
NI = 20 and Nppp = 0.03 the loss-of-correlation due to out-
of-plane motion of FO ≈ 0.5 results in VDP = 0.95 although 
NIFO ≈ 10, for example. The required effective number of 
particle images becomes even larger for cases with stronger 
out-of-plane motion and higher particle image density: for 
NI = 100 and Nppp = 0.1 the loss-of-correlation due to out-
of-plane motion of FO ≈ 0.35 results in VDP = 0.95 although 
NIFO ≈ 35. Furthermore, for NIFO = 6 (blue dotted line in 
figure  9) the loss-of-correlation due to out-of-plane motion 
must be FO > 0.6 for the tested particle image density in 
order to achieve VDP > 0.95.

Figure 9 can be used in two ways. Knowing the seeding con-
centration (i.e. Nppp) and selecting the interrogation window 
size DI, one could determine the minimum value of FO that 
still allows 95% valid detection probability. Such information 
can be used to increase the laser pulse separation to minimize 
the measurement uncertainty. Alternatively, for a given Nppp 
and out-of-plane displacement (i.e. FO), one could determine 
the minimum interrogation window size DI that still allows 
VDP � 95%, thus maximizing the spatial resolution.

5. Summary and conclusions

The analysis illustrates that the effective number of particle 
images NIFIFO is not sufficient to predict the valid detec-
tion probability of a PIV vector fields as proposed by Keane 

Figure 8. Valid detection probability VDP as a function of the 
particle image density Nppp and the loss-of-correlation due to 
out-of-plane motion FO for an interrogation window size of 
DI = 16 pixel.

Figure 9. Iso-lines with VDP = 0.95 showing the level of 
acceptable FO with respect to the particle image density Nppp for 
different interrogation window sizes (red solid lines). The dashed 
black lines indicate the required number of particle images within 
the interrogation window.
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and Adrian [1]. This is because not only the number of par-
ticle images that can be paired must be considered but also 
the number of those that cannot be paired is important. The 
former determine the height of the displacement peak and the 
latter contribute to the secondary correlation peak. Only if the 
number of paired particle images is large enough compared to 
the unpaired ones the correct correlation peak is the highest 
one.

Consequently, any image parameter, flow parameter or 
evaluation parameter that influences the height of the dis-
placement peak or the secondary peak in the correlation func-
tion, also affects the valid detection probability. This was 
demonstrated in section  3. In order to achieve a high valid 
detection probability, the pdf of the displacement peak and 
the pdf of the secondary peak must be separated. This ensures 
that the displacement peak is always the highest peak in the 
correlation function. If the valid detection probability needs to 
be improved because the results are not satisfactory, the fol-
lowing points can be considered:

 •  Increasing the interrogation window size
 •  Reducing the time between the laser pulses
 •  Increasing the particle density
 •  Thickening the laser light sheet
 •  Reducing the particle image size
 •  Reducing the image noise level

It is important to note that modifying these parameters also 
changes the spatial resolution and/or the measurement uncer-
tainty. An optimization regarding the spatial resolution and/or 
the uncertainty is recommended to be performed during data 
acquisition (time separation between double images, optical 
magnification, aperture, light sheet width and energy, particle 
concentration, ...) as well as during data evaluation (interroga-
tion window size, image deformation approach, vector post-
processing, ...). The best spatial resolution is achieved once 
the pdf of the displacement peak and the pdf of the secondary 
peak are just separated. In this case, some outliers will appear 
and must be identified and rejected or replaced. The condition 
with best spatial resolution, corresponding to a VDP = 95%, 
is shown for a broad range of the most important parameters 
(NI, FO, Nppp, DI) in figure 9.
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